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Exploring Functional Language is a unique set of materials that addresses what is probablg the
Most important question on could ask about language use in the schools. "How do children and
,teachers use language to get things done?" However obvious such a question may seem, it is
unfortungtely true that we seldom ask it. Instead, the schools usually try to determine such ques-
tions as "How correct is the. usage of the children?" or "1-14 mature is the children's language
develoPtinent in terms of,pronunciation or grammar?" These are not unimportant questions, but
they focus only on the forms of language rather than on its functions That is, the questions
address the social judgments we can make about language (is it correct or not) rather than the
cognitive functions (what does the language get don'e).

These protocol tapes and ma4als effectively, illustrate functional language in its real, class-,
room context with videotapes of the undiactored,,actual classroom events'. The manuals contain
Workshop exercises to be used with the videotape, describe (in clear language) the theoretical
Vamework from which the-work stems, and include verbal transcripts of the language used in the
tapes All videotape samples (15 to 20 minutes in length) were taken from a.large research prot-
ect conducted at th9. Center for Applied Linguistics (Peg Griffin and Roger -Shuy, Children's
Functional Languad and Education in the Early Years, 1978). 6eparate_ manuals accompany
each videotape:.

A 44709 with Words escribes the principle ocfunctional language in some detail, callitng into
question conventional school lariguage 'assessment which deals only with, language forms
(sounds, opcabulary.and grammA) while often ignoring meaning relationships_semantics) and
language use (pragmatics).

What's What with Questions explores the use of question asking strategies in the classroom.
It points, out that questions do a great deal more work than merely gettinginformation. Children
have a variety of ways to use questions and this-protocol suggests ways that educators can make
use of them for in-service or pre service training. It's Your Turn provides information about the
verbal and non-verbal aspects of classroom turns of talking, when it succeeds as well as when it
breaks down Transitions Activity between Activities kocuses on what has been conventionally

'considered "down time" by, educators The videotape acid manual describe how transitions can
function as an actual learning event, socially and cognitialy. A similar focus is presented in When
Is Reading', which illustrates visually that learning how to read extends far beyond "official"
reading time in classroornS. Although much of the fbcus of these videotapes and manuals is on
children's functional language' use, teacher talk is also noted, especially in Teacher Talk Wrks,
a visit* demonstration of. talk that teaches, answers, evaluates, manages, and repriinands.

There is no way that a brief.overviety of this sort can capture the richness of/he actual video-
. taped events in this series That,is precisely the reason, in fact, that the authors decided to present
this important information in protocol form. These are not books about children's functional lan-
guage They are children's functional language, captured in natural, real life settings, selected
from l'undreds of hours of research samples and presented in a way which is convincing, clear
and dynamic
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INTRODUCTION

r ----.

What turn-taking? /* hat is meant by
. - ..

In what ways is lesson talkforganized and who participates
in its organization?

,

* Are there nonverbal ways to get a turn?
f

' J

*.110w will these materials be helpful to me in my teaching?.
..

i
0

(

' The p?eceding are some ofithe questions that will be dealt with in these materials. This partici-
pant's manta is part of a packet of materials that includes an accompanyinf insfructor's manual
and a vide pe entitled It's Your Turn. These materials result from a research project that
examined children's laryguage and social behavior in school. The videotape presents excerpts
from actual classroom events that clearly illustrate.some of the interesting and intricate workings
of the school day. Both) manuals offer discussions of the tape's major points and provide back-
ground inIqrmation for those who wish to pursue a particular topic further. Also, each manual
suggests exercises and activities that will sharpen and personalize your understanding of the
togics covered. We hope that you will find these materials relevant and useful to your own teach-
ibg experiences. s. , )c
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SUGGESTIONS

FOR USING

THESE. MATERIALS

OPTION A

(1) Read through the transcript, We suggest this as the first step
for any approach, since it is often difficult to read while
listening to and watching the tape at the same time.

(2) Look at the tape, if available.

(3) Read the discussion section

Read "Theory and Methods" section (strongly suggested but
not necessary to complete the exercises).

(4)

(5) Do at least the following exercises:

1. Segment 1 #1,2
Segment 2 #1,2
Segment 3 #1,3

II. Gerieral !Exercises #1,2,3

(6) Do as many of the remaining exercises as possible, reread-
.. ing the diScussion section as appropriate or necessary.

The discussion and exercise.sections of this manual are designed
to be flexible and interchangeable, to accommodate individual lear- '
ning styles, time scheduleS, and your own goals.

If you are a participant using this macula( in pre-service or
in-service training, your instructor Al plan a workshop based on
these materials. If you are working on your oven, you may find
either of the following approaches helpful or you may wish to devise
one of your own,

The 'Transcript reflects the contents of theAltleotape. Satisfactory
work can be done with this manual when the videotape is not

OPTION IV

(I) Read through the'transcript.

(2) Look at tape, if available.

(3) Do the following exercises:

I. Segment 1 #1,2
. Segment 2`#1,2

Segment 3 #1,3

11. General Exercises #1,2,3

.

(A) Read the discussion section.

(5) Read "Theory and Methods" (strongly suggested).

(6) Do asmany of the remaining exercises as passible, reread-,
ing the discussion section as appropriate or necessary.

.10
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This discussion section is intended mainly as a point of reference for persons participating in
workshops or classes based on these materials, however, issues raised here -also can serve as
departure points for further discussion or as a basis for assignments.

INTRODUCTION
As any teachei knows, a great deal of time and energy is spent "orchestrating" the classroom

day One aspect of this orchestration is planning for the content areas-. choosing curriculum goals
and; objectives, selecting appropriate materials and activities, designing daily plans and specific,
lessons Another major aspect of orchestration is classroom management, executing those care-
fully made plans This booklet discusses what happens with lessons, how students and teachers
take turns talking,developing topics, exchanging ideas, and learning.

What is "turn-taking"? Imagine a family sitting around the dining room table about to discuss
the day's events over dinner Everyone has a story to tell or an opinion to express. There is corn-,
plete silence, however, until the "conversational manager" gives the signal that it is time.to talk.
Immediately, everyone starts speaking at once, no one is listening to anyone else. Chaos
OccurS unless the conversational manager is doing the job that always seems to 'get done
without anyone noticing Pedple let each other speak, they listen and answer questions, and they
take their own turns at talking In actuality this is all accomplished not by the imaginary conversa-
tional manager but by means of certain rules of conversation. These rules are rarely discussed,
except when they are broken: "Let your brother finish what he was saying."'Don't interrupt your
father " Nonetheless, these turn-taking rules are constantly in operation to allow intelligible,
polite, regular conversation to take place.

Now imagine a group of students sitting in a circle around the teacher to retiviw yest&day's sci-
ence lesson p is time fdr the students to show what they have learned and to asc questions about
things they didn't understand Just as it was unacceptable for everyone to speak at ohce over din-
ner, a lesson with all the students talking to one 'another or to the teacher, would be equally
chaotic What is different about the classroom is the actual existence of a conversational man-
ager, the teacher, who establishes and maintains many of the conventions that control lesson
talk Often these conventions or rules are explicitly reinforced, and violations are noticed. The

--rollowing example is typical of both rules and their reinforcement:

Teacher. First of all, there are blocks in here.,Can anyone tell what kind of blocks?
Andre: Like, like the, like . . .

Teacher. No put your hand up if you want to say something, so we don't interrupt. Ramsay.

3
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In many cases, turn-taking rules are introduced early in the school year and are assumed to be
"in force" as a part of the operating procedures. At other times, a teacher may establish specific
rules that are particularly appropriate for the discussiog at hand. Students, too, take an active role
in forming classroom talk by raising their hands, influencing a lesson's development, and subtly
adapting and changing the rules to fit their immediate needs. Turn-taking, then, is a basic charac-
teristic of any conversation, and it has special features in cla'ssroom lessons.

TURN-TAKING PROCEDURES: AN OVERVIEW
There are a number of ways that teachers and `students mirk together to determine who should

speak next an.dwhen the next speaker should begin to talk.

Automatic Turn-Taking
One of ,these procedures can be called automatic since the order or sequence of responses is

predetermined. by the teacher or by the situation. Examples oethis automatic turn-taking proce-
dure ate relatively common and may depend upon classroom arrangements such. as group
formations ("Let's go around the circlea seating assignments ("We'll start at the front of the
room and go'up ..and down the rows"), content groupings ("We'll hear first from the group that
studied pilgrims. "), or instriicjional mater is (:,`,WO: go through the alphabet beginning with
th ho has the letter Factor such as seating arrangements and instructional
materials aVe a frequently overlooked, but nonetheless essential influence on classroom
language form. Once the teacher has established the automatic system, the order in which the
students are to respond is clear, and the,teacher need not overtly assign a turn nor need the
'children ask for a turn by hand raising or tie like.

-., 'Determining when.one turn ends and the next begins can also be automatic. For instance, the
boundaries for turns at reading aloud may be defined by Specific pieces of written text: "I waht
each of you to read one paragraph." Since this Agmeptation should -be obvibus to everyone,
students who fill to adhere to it are open to criticism for not paying attention to what fellow
Students have read. or to the instructionhe teacher has given. other cases, turn boundaries
may be less automatically teterniined, and teachers may provide an evaluation (a nod!-"That's
r*t!",."dood!") as`a signal.to move to the next'speaket. Another strategy is simply to say "Next"
to end a turNince the on-going system clearly designates the next speaker.

Teachers use this automatic procedure for the practic91 reasons of economy and speed. -Such
procedures streamline the mechanical aspects of teaching, allowing the teacher and the class to
spend mord tlfnekn.the lesson itself. Streamlining also takes into account shorter attention spans
characteristic of Younger students by requiring them,to share in the responsibility of maintaining
the turn-t ing system while, at the same time, keeping up with the developing content. By pay--
ing atte ion to what is being said in the lesson, students are also made responsiblelfor

/.,



unique answer without repeating what someone else has said. Finally, automatic turn allocation
guarantees that each group member has the opportunity to participate.

Tufn-Taking by Individual Nomination
The most common way teachers give the children a turn is to call on each one by name, a pro-

cedur known as iridividhal nomination. It is very easy to find examples of individual nomina-
tions in 'classroom lessons: "John, what do you think?" "Wha(are we having for lunch today,
Louise?" "What did Mark just say, Sarah?:' Part of the reason for the frequency of this procedure
is that it allows the teacher to bring any student into the lesson at any time. Nominating a particu-
lar student can serve other purposes also, as shown in the first example where the teacher calls on
John to help hini focus on the topic at hand and to encourage him to express his opinion. Sarah,
in-the last example, has been whispering with a friencr-and the individual nomination procedure
gives the teacher a way to both reprimand her and bring her back into the discussion. With the
noise level at a miniTum because only one person is speaking at a time, teachers can build their
lessons by hearing and thereby incorporating each student'g contribution.

Turn- Taking and Recyclable Questions
Thus far: the-,discussjon has centered around tweea' sily recognizable ,strategies for assigning

turns: the automatic procedure and the individual nomination..Turns to answer a question on the
floor An,plso bedistributed by simply calling out a student's name or nodding in the student's
direction. T6 see how thislpi-ocedure worics, a word or two.is needed here about the kinds of
questions teachers ask and, in particular, about recyclable .questions.

Most of the time, teachers already know the answers to the questions they ask their students.
Theanswers to these "known information" questions are generally of two types: a single correct
answer (to t,Ile question "What is lour plus three?") or e set of possible correct responses (to the
request 'Give me the name of an animal with four legs,") In either case the-teacher already ,
knows what would count as an acceptable answer. A lesson beginning with "Give me the name
of an animal with four legs." mihht take the following course:

Tea&Zr: Give me the name of an animal with four legs. Susan?

Susan: A horse.

Teacher: Good. Give me the name of.an animal with four legs. Mike2
Mike: , A dog.

Teacher: That's right. Give me the name of an animal with four legs. Linda?
Linda: A gorilla.

Teacher: No, I think a gorilla hag two legs, Linda. Give me the name . . .

Discussion ; 5
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Obviously' there is something. very strange about the preceding lesson. Try the next version:

Teacher: Give ,me thg name of an animal with four legs. Susan?

Susan: A horse.

-Teacher: Good..Mike?

Mike: kdog. ',

Teacher: That's right: Linda?

Linda: A gorilla.'

-Teacher: No I

The difference between these two is thtt in the second version the teacher is using a question-
asking strategy called recycling. Once the full form of Phis lesson question has been stated, the
same question is asked again or `indexed" by calling on anothr student. Stum-rt's seem to have
little problem recognizing recycled questions and continuing to provide appropriate responses
whilethe recycling procedure Is forces " ,Teachers may change the lesson question, at any time

:and use the same strategy again, with the class adapting to the new question and corresponding
newset df possible correct answers. The recycling pattern may also be temporarily interrupted by
a discussion related to the ongoing lesson or by an.exchange between the teacher and a specific
student over a partially correct, incomplete, or incorrect answer.

These frequently occurring recyclable questions provide an excellent example of how teachers
and students cooperate in using a language strategy particularly well suited to the education
task at hand. They are very se fficient when used in conjunction with automatic turn-taking,'ind
vidual nomination, and theliext procedure to be described, invitations to bid.

Invitations to Bicf ..
.

.
,

At the beginnin of "a typical lesson, teacher generally set two kind ilf grpund rules:'one type

proceed (turn-taki g rules). "Today we are going to talk about what we saw in the filmstrip. Now,
defines what is to ..be done in the lesson (content rules), the other, specifieehow.the lesson is to ..

I want everyone to sit down and try ta rememberurhOt we saw. When you have your answer, I
want you to raise pour hand. YOu'll have to pay attention to..what's already been said'so that you
don't give, an answer we've already heard. Now,.....who wants to go first? Whgrclid the man in the
filmstrip sap about,.. ?" Thefe'is certainly nothing unusual about the beginning of this lesson.
The teacher wants each 'student to "Nd"'for a turtif tip answer and to respond without repeating

-something t t has already been said. Any e who has an answer is a potential bidder; it is the
teacher's job to choose who provides the tual responses.

i .. .
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Teachei-initiated bid procedures have to be taug.ht and reinforced in the lower grbdes.as is illus-
trated in the following exchange observed in a 4indergarten class:

a

Teacher: [ . . .1 I will read to you "twa across." If you think you know the answer, raise
your hand -OK? (Children's hands go up) Have I done anything yet?

Children:Children: No. "I

Teacher: Can you raise your hand.yet?
-..

Children: No.
IA . sr ,1

TeSthery OK. Good. (; . .1

.."---
This rule is simple:-.You can't bid for a turn without knowing the question. Another simple rule of
bidding that is violate'd often enough that teachers need to restate it is shown in this kindergarten

t

/ lesson:

Teacher: (having called on a student whose hand was upY Well, you think a little. It's'good
to have your word ready when you put your hand up . .. f\ .

A message is there: Don't raise your hand unless you have an answer ready to offer.
... Teachers use invitations.to bid and individual nominations for different reasons. Naming a par-
ticular student is an easy way to see that each child has a turn without competing with the rest of
the class. It also may be faster than bidding and reduce the amount of confusion and noise that
frequently accompanies waving hands, sighs of disappointment, and pleas of "Me! Me! Me!".
Invitations to bid, while more time consumin and potentially disruptive, have the advantage of
involving as many students as want to be involi ed. While both turn-taking procedures work well
in lessons and with recyclable questions, the student who "self-selects" to take aAurn (bids) is
more likely to have something tQ say than the child who is simply nominated without having
asked for a chance to speak. Students who "self-select" by hand raising are responding to an
invitation to bid; students who "self-select" by calling out an answer are responding to what is
called an invitation to rebly, the next topic of discussion.

4

Invitations to _Rtply
Invitations to reply are generally easy to recognize: "Just call out the name of the letter you see

on the card." "Class, what dd we say when we want to be excused?" In tituations like' these, the
class as a.group or any member or members are free to The invitations to reply are often
used to get the class engaged in the activity, and as such t ey can frequently be found at the
beginning of lessons. There is less chance of no response when the children can offer answers
voluntarily and somewhat anonymously than under other turn-taking conditions. While invita-
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tions to reply are particularly appropriate when one.and only one correct answer exists, there is
always some danger that one or two students might monopolize the corWersation "Give some-
one eife a chance to answer" may work, or it may be necessary to change the-. turri-taking
procedure.

Although some invitations to reply are unambiguous, a problem arises when it is not so clear
who is to respond and how The opportunity, to answer is obtained. The next section, turn not
assigned, addresses this issue.

Turn Not Assigned . 4
To explain what is meant by "turn: not assigned" let's first look at two brief-examples.

Teacher: What is the.most important thing in The recipe?

Student A: (hand raised) I know!

Student B: (at the same time as A) 'Yeast.

Teacher: Student A, you tell us.

Student Yeast. -
Teacher.: That's right. Ye.ast.

O

wand

Teacher: . What is the most important thing in-the recipe?

Student A: (hand raised) I know!

Student B: (at the same4trnie as A) Yeast.

Teacher: That's-right. Yeast:

In both of these versions it is clear that the two students have different ideas about the appropri-,
ate turn - taking procedure that the teach 's queMion requires. tudent A opOtes under the
assumption that the teacher has issued a invitation to bid and, t erefore, raises her hand. Stu-

; dent B reacts as though`the teacher's question is an invitation to re and calls out his answer. It '
is the teacher who decides how the initial question was intended to be treated by the alternative
responses given in the twosituations. In the first example, the goes along with the invita-
tion-to:bid interpretation by pretending that "Yeast." was not already said and calling on the stu-
dent who properly "raised her hand. In the.second example, the teacher accepts The "Yeast."
response as initially offered, thereby validating student B's invitation-to-reply interpretation.
Either reaction by the teacher is passible. depending on the circtimstances.-

- 21
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A
In any case,, teachers often vary the turn-taking strategies that they use within a particular

lesson. For instance; a leSson may begin with an invi tation to reply issued to the entire class, fol-
lowed by an invitatiOns,to bid. This same lesson may then incorporate a recyclable question that
ultimately is stream-lined to simply naming the next student to answer.

There are several irriortant things to note here. First and foremost, turns not assigned do not
represent a case of careless or bad teaching. It is a common event in any classroom and one that
is easily handled. Sec Oiid, the resolution itself' highlights the collaborative nature ,and spirit of
classroom language with both teacher and students together shaping the forms of lessons.
Finally, it is interesting tO7speculate whether students whO consistently respond in one way under
turn-not-assignqd conditions in Vence their teacher's behavior to prefer one turn-taking probe-
dure over others. , , j

It is evident that whert the turn-taking procedure is left open for interpretation, the students
assign the interpretationthat best,fits their needs at the moment. They take certain risks (the
teacher reprimands .or Overlooks them) by shouting out a correct answer when what was

. expicted was a bid. if-calirtig out is an acceptable way to answer, those 'Who bid face the conse-
quences of not having hada Chance to show what they know. Students are aware of these risks
and consequences, and tkey behave in reasonable, understandable ways in order to accomplish.
their competitive goals 41,vell as the cooperative ones of their teacher.

' \ ---/Up to now, turn-taking A.s been presented only in terms of the verbal provedures that operate .
in ,classrooms. But what af),,out the nonverbal strategies, the gestures and body positions, that say
"I wanka turn." or "I'm ribtavailable to give you a turn."? The final section is about nonverbal

kibehadior and turn - taking.,
ti..

. . ..
Nonverbal 'Behavior and TOrn-Taking

The best way to introduCePis topic is to describe a situation of nonverbal behavior and turn- 1

taking, found in the final segment of the accompanying videotape. The- nonverbal behavior
referred to in,this discussion ii generalized from that setting. A third grade group, consisting of the

-lb. * teacher and foul girls, is sitting around a small table; three of the girls are working on get board"
string-designs while the girl seated to the teacher's right side. is, reading aloud and discussing the
story with her. The amount `0 space between the teacher and the studwho is readinaVan`
area that can be referred to as the "near" region. It ispuch that, if the situation 'arises, theycan
touch each other or come into each other's working aita without moving theirchairS Or straining

'...to reach7 Furthermore, the teacher and this child have oriented their bodies toward one another, ....
typically with the tOacher focused on the student and the student's attention centered on the i ,

.materials in this case the booki This ongoing configuration is appropriattothe task at hand and .
4signals to outsiders that the activity is more than casual. ,

Thissectiondoes not include any verbal interaction and the sound has been deleted from this 0 r,
segment of tape in order to cOncerili'ate on the kinesic behavior (body pVure, position, and 4.,,,,.
movement) and on the spatial arrangements of this group, as students attempt to get help from .

1 .
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an already busy teacher These kinesic-spatial behaviorsof turn-taking can be described by sihree
patterns or stages: approach, maintenance, and closing or disassembling.

The Approach
In this first stage, the child wanting to get a turn Motes into the spatial arrangjnent of the

teacher and-the student who is reading by decreasing the istance between himpelf and this work-
ing formation. This change of position ip necessary to Fiii:ke a,bid for the teacher's attention. can
be done by a direct approach or by hovering around until either the teacher dismisses the wort ng
chVld or the pair reaches a mutually acceptable stopping point (i.e. the turning of a page). Even-
tually, all bidders have to get into the "near" region described earlier if they want to be recognized
and .competitive.

A waiting period often occurs before the actual bid, with the student trying to get into the
rhythm of the teacher-working student. The bidder May do this by looking at their working
material andt the person who Is speaking. Behaving in synfhrony with another person or per-
sons is stray of showing attentiveness and interest in joining in with the current activity. During
this waiting period, the teacher may glance at the bidder or at whatever it is that the bidder wants
to show her and then,immediately turn her attention.Lgain td the working student. Additionally,
withwt shifting the pOsition of her head or her glance away from what she is doing, she may
attempt to draw the bidder closer,. perhaps by reaching,out her arm. In any case, the teacher
almost invariably waits for a suitable place to stop before indicating her availability. She may then
ask the student what he wants, but more often simply turning her head toward the bidder is
enough to "ask" the question. The turn is secured at this point and it is now up to the student to
slate the reason for seeking help. The second phase begins with this verbal explanation.

Before leaving t e approach phase, there is one final pair of mpves that solidify any of Oise
bids in this particulhr lesson. After receiving an indication of the teacher's attentioniFead turn and
eye contact), the student pr'esents the rriateriaLto her while beginning to speak. The teacher
usually takes a bidder's materials and 'places them in front of her for examination. As she does
this, the student must simultaneously move in closer (to the "immediate" region) to keep up With
the teacher's shifting focus. These mores also protect the newly won turn from further interrup-
tion by blocking other bidders and Rven the child who was reading from access to the teacher.

Maintenance Stage
The approach phase in this turn-taking process becomes the maintenance phase as the bidder

speaks to legitimizt the claim for attention. The teacher at this poinrassesses the legitimacy, loott-
ing for adequate justification for the interruptiOn and either permits the turn to continue or dis-
misses the child. In the sequence, the students frequently present an object (an ass'ignment, a
book, a paper, or the like) around which the content of the request can be explained. As the
teacher examines the material to locate the problem and to see what is being asked of her, the
student maintains the :immediate" spatial rights that have been achieved. Having listened to the

. ,
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student's explanation, The teacher may rephrase the issue, looking directly at the child now Con-
versation ensues about different solutions to the problem with heads, eyes, and bodies rdOvinsin>
unist. as both participants shift smoothly back and for from the material in question to each
other

Closing or Pis Assembling Stage
The problem is solved, the information gotten, the permission granted. Ending an interaction,

particularly an interruption, can be a delicate matter, one that many people have a hard time
accomplishintgracefully. Careful scrutiny of many videotaped leave-takings between teacher
and outside student bidders, reveals no consistent closing patterns. Only one kinesic behavior
occurred frequently in these examples: the teacher handed back or released the object brought by
the child. Soon thereafter the student left.

This lack of closing might be explained by the fact that neither teacher nor students have
become totally disengagedtheir rrittual involvement, will continue throughout the school day,
indeed, throughout the year. Seen in this light, elaborate endings do not seem necessary since
both parties are likely to be dealing with each other in the very near future. Furthermore, the
former biclith now has what was needed to resume working and the teacher can return to the
interrupted activity or attend to the next bidder.

WHEN TURN-TAKING BREAKS DOWN: SPECIFIC DISCUSSION
The-preceding discussion presents some of the more common turn-taking procedures: how

they work and what they accomplish as teachers and students together construct classroom les-
sons. However, any procedure has the potential to break down. This discussion, through exam,-,
pies taken from lesson transcripts and the accompanying videotape, will examine what happe6s
when turn-taking does break down. How does the lesson get back on track? How is the system
repaired and by whom?

Segment 1
This kindergarten class has visited a greenhouse-a few days earlier and now the teacher wants

her students to recall the heihs that she purchas uring the visit. She issues an invitation to bid,
establishes a recyclable lesson questio nd then calls on an individual student from among
those with raised hands. Clearly, things are going well as the teacher herself exclaims: " . . . Beau-

..

tiful! All the answers I want'you'rekgivinj me." The students also appear pleased as they eagerly
bid for turns and provide correct answers, not orily to the recycled question but also to lesson-
related questions embedded within: "Parsley starts with what, Robin?" . . . "(Orange mint) to
make what, Christina?". After a response is given to each Of ,these and the teacher has evaluated
the answer, students again raise their hands signaling the return to ,the recycled question
procedure,

1
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At this point, it is worthwhile to consider two aspects of the teacher's role as an evaluator of stu-
dents' performance. This kindergarten teacher uses two words "beautiful" and "gorgeous in
this short segment to let her class know that the content of the answer is acceptable. The impor-
tafiT word to note here is content evaluations assess, the content of the responses. In contrast are
statements such as the following one, which occurs at the end of this same lesson:

Setting: Teacher is counting the list of children's replies.

Teacher: OK, that's one

Sally: I have another one. .

Teacher: two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten. That
means I need nine more.

Sally. I have ano-
-

Teacher: and not two from you, yet, Sally, 'cause I want to see what everyone
else cando.

With her last statement the teacher is not evaluating the content of Sally's contribution but rather
the appropriateness of her attempted answer.. Sally has had a turn and the rule is one answer per
person.She is therefore ineligible. Such an assessment of the talk can be called a sanction, differ-

entiating it from content evaluation:
Examples of sanctions and content evaluations are relatively easy to distinguish in classroom

talk. In addition to this contrast (content vs. placement);'evaluations and sanctions commonly dif-
fer in another way. Teachers provide both positive and negative feedback to the content of stu-
dent answers, although expressed negative evaluation ("wrong," "incorrect") occurs much less
frequently than its positive counterpart ("beautiful ,"."gorgeous" and so on) .- In the ease of sanc-
(ions, ,however, theisituation is quite different. Teachers' very rarely'ff ever praise 'a studarfor
turn placement. Thus, sanctions primarily and perhaps only appear as negative remarks.

Sanctions are one of the ways that teachers maintain and enforce classroom. urn-taking rules.
They are used at various points during a student's inappropriately placed turn. Sometimes a
teacher will deal with the interruption by interrupting it as the preceding example with Sally illus-

trates. At other times, the same teacher may wait until the student has finished talking before
sanctioning. The actual placement of sanctions seems to depend on several factors, among them
the lesson, the teacher, the indibidual student, and time constraints.

Within this first segment there is an example of a possible third way to sanction the placement
of a turn. Although the teacher has issued an unambiguous invitation to bid, the students in their
excitement occasionally treat the ongoing turn-taking as an invitation to reply by shouting out an
answer"Spghetti!" The first time "Spaghetti!" is offered, the teacher appears to ignore it; this

2D
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can be seen as a sanction of sorts Spaghetti does not disappear from the lesson, however. Even
after students have repeatedly called out what seems to be a silly answer the teacher does-not
sanction overtly Rather, she incorporates the answer by providing the n'aitne of the herb,
oregano. "I bought oregano. Oregano is used to make spaghetti The teacher turns a potentially
disruptive mornt into a relevant lesson contribution by making the connection the students had
hinted at but n-61 actually .made, themselves. A too-quickly issued dismissal might well have
resulted in Ro oregano on the list This illustrates how teacher and students work together td con-
struct the lesson content and the lesson form.

.:.

Segment 2
This third grade lesson is an inductive one aimed at discovering the rules for pluralization. This

inductive method to elicit a principle might be seen as contrasting to the kindergarten lesson
where the goal was to construct a list of student rernemberings. The kindergarten teacher also Ire-
quen4 provided summaries of what was contribItted, perhaps to 4 k ep the lesson on course and
to prevent students Worn bkaking the "unique answer don't rep ' rule. For the third grad
the,Leacher more often seeks new examples rather than providing summaries of already offered
tesponses; after all, the summation and formulation of the pluralization rules are these older.stu-
dents' responsibilities. . .4

In addition to these different expected outcor?ies, breaks in the recyclable lesson question pat-
tern also contrast. Compare the following:

(from the kindergarten lesson)

T: Beautiful. OK, Christina.

Christina: Um, orange.

T: Beautiful. Orange mint.

Christina: -10isange

T: To make what, Christina?

,Christina; Tea.

T: Gorgeous. OK, Caroline.

from the third grade lesson)

T: More than one. Give me.an example. Larry?

Larry: Of one?

T: Of any of of a plural. (continued)

4
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Larry: Mouse and mice.t

A
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r
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T. All right, which is the plural?

Larry: Mice

I-

1`T: All right' Give me another plural. ,

In the first example, the teacher breaks the recyclable pattern by asking an additional question not
directly related to the task at hand though certainly not inappropriate to general learning. She
had to complete Christina's partial answer by supplying the "mint" to ':orange." Perhaps the
question then about uses for orange mint is to insure that.Christina is indeed on the right track.
Interestingly, this exchange foreshadow the "Spaghetti!" answer that occurs later in the lesson,
an answer where the use-of an herb rather than the name is provided

Now look at the third grade example. Here again the teacher breaks the recyclable pattern but
in this instance the, additional question is used to clarify the response "Mouse and mice." The
follow-up question then specifies the,answer to the recycled lesson question. However, despite
these contrasts, stemming in part from grade level differences, there are a number of similarities
in terms of the turn-taking mechanisms and sanctionings,

One additional reature of,sgnctioning might be mention here since these two less pns provide
explicit examples of what can be called direct and indirect types of sanctions. Short, direct
remarks to a student, 'designed to halt the speech immediately, are direct sanctions. They may
show a teacher's disapproval of an interruption without specifically 'enentionipg the interruption
("No.", "Unn-uhh.",` a head-shake), or they may order the student to stop talking at once
("Shh:", "Quiet.", "Wait a minute."). Indirect sanctions, on the other hand, take the form of
remarks abaut the child's illegally takerrturn rather than actual attempts to cut the interruption off
in mid*entence ("I want to hear Bob now." "You're not helping him by calling out." "Did you
hear what I said?"). -

While direct and indirect sanctions occur on all grade levels, there seems to be a tendency for
teachers of the lower grades to use the direct forms more often. These=Oumclear and overt and
may be seen as mo ective-4n maintaining the turn-taking rules fort 4',younger children. As
the older studentS re experienced with classroom etiquette arid wi&subtleties of language
use, it may be just ective and more socially, appropriatesimply p refer to a breach of the
rules.. ,

In all cases, sanctioning is a necessary counterpoint to turn-taking procedures if those proce-
dures are to remain efficient This generalization holds true even for the nonverbal stages as is dis-
cussed in the next and final section.

k

Segment 3 ,

In each suction of this discussion, there has been a central theme: What happens when proce-
dures break down-and-what can be done? Teachers issue sanctions when students do not adhere
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to the "rules"sometimes restating the rule, otker times interrupting, _and even at times allowing
"exceptions to the rule. These rules and sanctions have been related primarily to verlialized turn-
taking procedures. However, there are also rules for the 'nonverbal turn-taking procedures that
are described at the end of the overview discussion. Simply expressed these rules might be:

Do not enter the."near" or "immediate'.' spatialpons until the teacher and working child
...

give..aO-ahead signal. .t.

DO not speak or say the teacher's name or mike your bid- until -the teacher turns to you.
Do not place your paper or object in front of the teacher until she has turned to you or has
clearly finished with the-last Person. _
Do have something legitimate to say. - . '

These rules may be a bit more subtle than those for verbal turn-taking, but still one has to ask the
general question: Why would students risk the consequences of being viewed negatively by
break the rule? , * .

. (' -
There are several reasons from a student's. perspective for taking such risks. Some are :quite

simpLit reasons having mote to do with the students being children anything else. For exam-
ple, interrupting is one way to get valued gtention, albeit negative at times,-from the teacher.
Other reasons have to-do with content of the attention. Teacher knows best and therefOre will not
misinform; besides, who wants to ask a fellol student and risk getting the wrong information.
The "society" of the classroom so influences a student's willirfgriess to risk. The possibility of
teacher's denial is somehow le offensilre than the probability of appearing stupid in the eyes of a
classmate and peer. Finally and most importantly, students believe that their teachers care Sand
will help.

q-
Seen from the student's viewpoint, theil, it all jhat surprising to ob5erve violations of class-

rules. This statement is not meant to minimize the disruptiveness -of such violations, nor,
(joes the lack of surprise indicate acceptance of persistent rule-breaking. Rather, the point is a
simple one. When children enter the classroorn, a new diMension is added to e language *
development by the demands of the social setting. Students' language form and use st at once .

serve their Reeds as children and their obligations as rgembers of the classroom society.. tudents
learn these facts and how to realizeth@rn.,This learning like all learning happens throug instruc- '
tion, through experimentation, through success and through failure._. --
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_ EXERCISES
1,

,.

,.,

The following set of exercises is divided into two sections. In the first one, the exercises are
based directly on the tape and transc The second section consists of general exercises. In 4both sections, the wrcises ma done i dependently or as assignments in either a workshopor a class setting While th exercises may be adapted to different workshop or class formats,
many of them are best done with pencil and paper and a,,,tape recorder.

The general, purpose of these exercises is to focus and refine your understanding of the topicat hand, both through observation and discussion of the tape segments and through application
ofwhat is learned from these observations and discussions. It is not the purpose of the exercises
to elicit criticism of the behavior of the children of the teachers seen on the tape.

i /
I. EXERCISES BASED-ON TAPE AND TRANSCRIPT MATERIAL

Segment 1
. .

(1) Mark off on the transcript each student answer and then locate the question that elicited
the answer What is the form of the question? How is the question asked? What types of _turn-.taking strategies are preserit?

.

(2) Locate on the transcript places-where the turn-taking procedures break down. Who repairs
the system and how is the repair done? In particular, disculs the "Spaghetti!" answer in terms
of its placement in the lesson and its correctness as a response. What do you do with partially
corr.qt answers or with answers which are acceptable but offered at inapprOpriate times?

(3) Make a list of the implicit rules of conversation that the teacher and the students adhere to in
'this lesson Some of these rules are general to all lessons (i.e. one person speaks, at a time)
while others are particular to this clap:, Remember that the rules become explicit when they ace
broken a a sanction is issued or a comment is made. For each rule note3theter it is specific
to lesson t lk or to all conversation and speculate on the reasons why each rile is necessary.

.Segment 2

'(1) Repeat the same exercise'suggestedfor segment #1, exercise #1. Compare the answers to

16 36
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the two exercises. Are there different 'question forms and turn-taking strategies for this third
grade class as opposed to the kindergarten group? To' what can these differences be attributed?

(2) Make a list of the sanctions that appear in these two lesson segments Indicate whether the
sanctioning devices are direct or indirect. What circumstances would make indirect sanctioning
more appropriate or less appropriate than the direct form?

(3) What are the purposes of summariting the lessOn's progress? Are summaries strictly
related ttp building content or are some conversational management tasks accomplished also? If
sq, discuss these.

(4) Frequently within lessons, discussion occurs which may appear related to the lesson ques-
tion and topic but at the same time is something Of a ,digression. Find an example of such a
digression ir) this segment. Is the recyclable questioning pattern affected? What is the evidence
for your answer? If so, how do-the teacher and students return to lesson topic at hand?

Sgment 3 .

\
(1 t e videotape is available, watch this segment closely, focusing on one student as he or
she a roaches and teacher-student interaction. Note the stages of nonverbal turn-taking as
presented in the discussion. Look for an instance when a student is successful in getting help
and for an example of an unsuccessful attempt.

(2) Although the discussion is centered on the students' strategies for getting a turn, it is Also
revealing to watch the reactions of -the,gAher students working at the table with the teacher.
How do these other students react to the interruption? For example, do they continue to work
at what they-were doing, unaffected by what is going on, or do they in some way participate in

'the interruption? What do theft bodies tell you about their reactions?

(3) Observe a fellow teacher in a situation similar to that which is on the videotape. Can you
pick out those students who re contemplating an approach or who are actually in the process
of attempting to obtain a turn from the teacher? How do you know? Are there any indications
of which students might be successful? Don't forget to watch the teacher also.

(4) Make a list of some of thesttategies, signals, and resources that teachers can use to pre-
vent students from interrupting. While formulating such a list, keep in mind verbal statements,

l signnonverbaals, alternatives to the teacher as a resource for help, tirhe schedules, and the
like.

37
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..II. GENERAL EXERCISES

,-..------

(1) Put yourself in the role of an observer during a multi-party conversation, perhaps at a din--
ner table or during some informal discussion. Make note of how the conversation begins and
ends and how the turns-to-talk are taken. Does the person who initiates the conversation have
any special rights? What about the conversation'al rights in terms of age. status, and goals of
each of. the different speakers?

-(2) Variations on exercise #1 are possible. /
a) Observe without participating in the conversation as well as taking the positibn of a par-

ticipant observer.
b) Watch the turn-taking procedures in a formal discussion (staff meeting, debate, or the

like) and note how' different levels of formality change these procedures.
1.

4.1/4.: c) Notice the 'differences in turn-taking when speakers cannot see each other, such-as dur-
ing a telephone conversation. as opposed to a face-tO-face discus$iorlopi

For each of these variations, refer to the questions presented in exercise #1:

(3) In all of the different conversaticinIthat you observe, watch for moments1when the turn-
taking system breaks down, as in the case of interruptions and moments when two or more
people begin to talk at once. How do speakers "repair" the system? Under what circumstances
do speakers sanction each other for breaking conversational rules and what forms do these
sanctions take?

.4

(4) In thip booklet several turn-taking procedures particular to lessons are presented. Which of
these can occur in nonlesson conversation? Which cannot occur? Why? When answering these
questions use your own experience as an observer and as a participant in considering such fac-
tors as politepess, appropriateness, and- purpose of the conversation.

(5) How do people engaged in discussion indicate that they want a turn to talk? Students have
certain verbal and nonverbal strategies that they use; what are some of the analogous strategies

'used in nonlesson talk? Remember those which involve body posture and movement as well as
the verbal ones. *. . .,
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THEORY AND METHODS

The research o wkiich the information presented in this booklet is based results from direct -
observation and r corbiling of actual classroom events. It might be surprising to some to discover
that the idea of tering the school to find out what goes on there is relatively new Prior to this
observational approach, researchers concentrated heavily on the antecedents and consequences
of education that is, on what the student supposedly did not know before schooling and on
what the student supposedly did know after having been formally taught. To many, this was
unsatisfactory since educators and researchers alike wanted more information about the processes
of teaching and learning and not simply about the possible results.

Alb
Interaction Analysis System

As researchers began to go into classrooms, there rapidly evolved a number of systems_that
observers could use to segment the stream of ongoing behavior into small units. These were
easily marked off 0n coding sheets for later tabulation. A pioneer of this type of observational.
system is Ned Flanders (1966,.1970). Flanders',work, called "interaction analysis," began a tradi-
ti6n of research which has taken a variety of forms. Some of these observation systems provide
lists of prespecified categories such as "teacher asks question" or "pupil initiates talk". Other sys-
tems consist of checklists of occurrences, such as "pupil leaves room" or "teacher works at desk,"
tb record.

In many interaction analysis studied, the observers visit selected classrooms for a brief, specified
time They record portraits of the ongoing action but, for the sake of objectivity, avoid any inter-
action with the participants. To increase the accuracy of their general statements, such studies
regularly involve a large number of classrooms. In this work there also appears to be an emphasis
on what the teacher does. This may reflect a view of schooling where the teacher actively
instructs paS-sive recipients,. students.

On the positive side, these interaction analysis systems are by and large easy to apply to large-
scale investigations They provide numeri al i formation that can be used to characterize statis-
tically classroom life and to compare stu en t and teacher behaviors against the norms such
studies create In some ways they are similar in purpose and result to the psychological and intel-
lectual standardized testing that has become a recognized part of school and school records.

On the negative side, however, are three weaknesses that must be acknowledged. First, these
systems are built on predecided categories that place artificial and too-often arbitrary boundaries
on the continuous, simultaneous behaviopstsf teachers and students. Second, only that which
can be observed on the surface is captured by these systems, ignoring questions about people's

19,
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intentions'. motivations, and purposes When purpose or the like is inherent in the observational
category ("teacher accepts and clarifies an attitude or the feeling tone of a pupil in a nonthreaten-
ing manner" from Flanders, 1970), the observer interprets the meaning without checking with
the participants themselves. Finally, and not unrelated to the two preceding points, it is impossi-
ble to go beyond the categories to interpret the information collected through the categories. In
other words, it is not possible to explain in a glob& sense what happened in the classroom and
what the observer witoessed except by using the "frozen" bits of reality, the categories them-
selves. The descriptions then become circular: for instance, lessons may be thpught to have fiVe

- components; the observer sees thelive components; the analyst relates the five components to
esson behavior; lessons do indeed consist of the predetermined five components.

`there is another approach to classroom research th at has greatly-influenced the descriptions of
school language use presented in these materials. (Cicourel, et a1,1974; Mehan, 1979, aitiong
otherst_This approach stems more from work conducted in social ,anthrgtpology, sociology, and
sociolintstics than from behavioral psychology, a major inspiration or interaction analysis.
While theit are basic differences in how information is collected and analyzed, both approaches
begin with The goal of accurately describing behavior. However, the contrasts between the two far
outweigh this similarity of goal.

.II

Participanit Observer Approach

There are a variety of titles (ethnography, participant observation, naturalistic research) under
which the second strand might be generally placed. More important than the name are the fea-
tures that distinguish this work from interaction analyses. The role of the observer is one of a par-
ticipant immersed in the surroundings for a prolonged period of time. In addition, these studies
frequently look at only one or a small number of classrooms with a variety of different techniques:
interviews with participants, questionnaires, field -notes and, in some cases, -audio/video record-
ings. For some studies the central concern is language and its development (Sinclair and
Coulthard, 1975); for others it is the sociali±ation processes of children into school life (Hymes,
1972; Stubbs, 1976); for all of this

tt
research the key word is contextthe actual, real world, Isettings (Erickson and Schultz, 1981r. ,

Such studies contrast sharply with interaction analysis examinations ty accepting the corn-.
plexity and totality of what is observed rather than attempting to predetermine what is to be
observed beforehand. Obviously,,as the analysis of the whole picture proceeds, ee,rtain aspects of
the observed events emerge as important or interesting and therefore receive a more concen-

0 trated examination. However, .it must be emphasized that these focal areas are not selected prior
to analysis but as part of the analytic process itself. As a result, this research can and frequently
does go beyond anticipated results to ask new questions and to develop additional topics for
future investigations (Cazden, John, and Hymes, 1972).

.
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Given the poteitial diversity of findings that come from such work in individual classrooms,
one might question how generally these findings can be applied to othelbsettings. The case studyapproach is always susceptible to, this criticism. A possible response to this concern for limited
generalizability highlights the fact that important variations in school behavior do not get lost in
tabulation and averaging. Nonetheless, universal characteristics of classrooi'n life are repeatedly
reaffirmed and refined as the number of studies grows.

Suggested Readings

The following list of suggested readings are provided to give you an idea of some df the better-
known work within each of the traditions discussed above. You' may well find these interesting
not only for understanding how and what research can contribute to education, but also fv /
increasing your own ability to observe what you and your students are doik in your own
classrooms.

Athidon, Edmund, and Ned Flanders. The Role of the Teacher in the Classroom. Minneapolis,
Minn.: Association for Productive Teaching, Inc., 1967 .

Bellack, A.A., H.M. Kliebard: R.T. Hyman,' and F.L. Smith. The Language of the Classroom..
New York: Teachers' College Press, 1966

-Brophy, J. and T. Good. Teacher-Child Dyadic Interaction: A Manual for Coding Classroom
Behavior. Report'Series 4127. Austin, Tex.; The Research and Development for Teacher Edu-cational Center, 1969

Brophy,. J. and T. Go d. Teacher-Student Relationships: Causes and Consequences. -NewYork: Holt, Rineh & Winston, 1974
Cazden, Courtney B., Vera Johp, and Dell Hymes (eds.). Functions of Language in the Clasi-

room. New York: Teachers College, 1972
Cicourel, Aaron, et al. Language Use and School Performance. New York: Academic Press, 1974
Dunkin, M.J. and B.J. Biddle. The Study of Teaching. New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston,1974

'Erickson, F. and J. Schultz. "When Is a Context? Some Issties and Methods in the Analysis of
Social Competence." In J. Green and C.,Wallat, Ethnography and Language in Educational
Settings. Norwood, N,J.: Ablex, 1981

Flanders, N.A. Interaction Analysis in the Classroom: A Manual for Observers. Revised edition.
Ann Arbor, Mich.: School of Education, University of Michigah, 1966 t

Flanders, N.A. Analyzing Teaching. Behavior. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1970
Gage, N.L. Teacher Effectiveness and Teacher Education: The Search for Scientific Basis, Pale.

Alto, Calif.: Pacific Books, 1971
Garfinkel, Harold. Studies in Ethnomethodology. Englewdod Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1967
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Hymes, Dell. "Models of the Interaction of Language and Social Life." In John J:Gumperz and
Dell Itlymes (eds.), Directions in Sociolinguistics: The Ethnography of Communication New
York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1972

Labov, William. Sociolinguistic Patterns. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1972
Mehan, Hugh. Learning Lessons: Social Organization in the Classroom. Cambridge, Mass.:

Harvard University Press, 1979
Simon, A. and G.E. Boyer (`e,c1s.). Mirrors for Behavicir. Philadelphia: Research for Better

Schools, 1968
Simon, A. and G.E. Boyer (eds.). Mirrors for Behavior II. Philadelphia: Research for Better

Schools, 1970 . .
Sinclair, J. McH. and R.M. Coulthard. Towards an Analysis of Discourse: The English Used by

Teachers and Pupils. London: Oxford University Press, 1975
Stubbs

a Michael. Language, Schools and Classrooms. Lond'on: Methuen and Co., 1976
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GUIDELINES FOR TRA4CRIPTIoN
Several of the exercises in manual require tape-recording and

transcribing port. of conversation. The following are some_basic
guidelines for traffsCribing. 'A look althe transcript in this manual will
also be useful.

( 1 ) Decide how you, will refer to-
name or by initial. Put this full
every new turn takei by that sp

Ann:
Melissa:

. . .
sch-v4peakejeither' by full . (4)

ameorihitial in front of -
ker.

Okay. '
Wait. Okay.
MeasurefDo it again.

-4-;"

(2) In order to transcribe acctrately everything a given speaker
says, you may want to listen to'a small segment, stop the
tape, write down what you remember, dndffien listen to
that segment again. Do not be surprised if what you-think
you hear and what is actually said are two different things.
That is the reason for replaying difficult or quickly spoken
segments. It may be helpful lo listen to longer stretches on, .
both sides ofthe Rout solve- seqberice2.-),.

rtt *C'
(3) Some Imes tw9people start talking at once, or o ree person

, interr pts ThIS usually shown, in .tians
with tiraCke arking?thtov dapping section:',.

(..; .
Melissa: it's as4ar out cargo,
Ann: No, Relight not he

It is, of course, often difficult o hear w a ei peRkenis14` '°'tW
saying in a cash a overlap. As you can note hexantimi
utterance of the person who keeps on talking fierffie
Jai/should be transcribed. -

a

(5),

;)

Sometimes it is simply'impossible to hear or understand
what some-one has said. This is dealt with by using square
brackets; sometimes the word unintelligible is alsp included.

T; I'm going to [unintelligible) I'm going to
go Over to the listening center.

In other cases, you, may not be entirely sure about a given
word or sequence. This can be indicated as follows:

Pupil: I think we're gonna have some fun.

It rita'y sometimes be impoSsible to tell who is talking. This
ca14-foe.indicated as follows:

(Unknown Speaker):.. I don't think so.

There may be someinformation concerning nonverbal
behavior or pauses that you want to include in your tran-
script. Parenthesis can be used for this:

Albert: Bambi.
Garnett: (shakes bead "no") .

Albert: What?-

Al

.48 .

T:
o

o

CY.. I..,

[unintelligible) (pause) Who is Dan talking
to?
(raise hands)

.4,

C
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TAPE TRANSCRIPT

( T: All right, last night.when we were doing your homework,
we said we would think about some of the ways that you
made a word plural. Plural means what?

Various'. More.
More than one.

T: More than one. Give me an example. Larry?

Larry: Of one?

T: Of anyofof a plural.

Larry: Mouse and mice.
Alt

T: All right, which is the plural?

rry: Mice.

T: All right. Give me another plural.

Pupil: Deer.

T: Good. That's also a singular, isn't it? Give me another
plural, Greg?

Greg: Pigs.

T: Huh?
,
Greg: Pigs.

`k Pigs. John?

24

John: Clowns.

T:' Clowns.

4,

Pupil: Urn, I forgot what I was gonna say.

T: OK.

Pupil: Dictionary.

T: Is that plural or singular?

Pupil: Singular.

T: Give me the plural.

Pupil:. Dictionaries.

T: Good.

Pupil: Hog.

T: Give me the plural.

Pupil: Hogs.-

T: Right. All right, whatwhat is the way that we usually
form a plural?- What do we do? Jackie?

Jackie: Add an s.

T: We add an s.

Pupil: Or ing.

51



Tape Transcript

T: All right, now, just a moment. All right, who can give me
a few, two or three, examples of words where we just
add -s? Katie.

Some of the golden rules of 'sChool days are more or less hidden
rules, like some of the rules for taking turns at participating in the
learning activities that make up a class less-on. Parts of these rules
are mentioned; parts are explicitly taught; other parts are never
mentioned, never taught, but teachers arid students follow the rules
just the same. When the rules are broken, people notice and do
repair work. This tape contains small segments of classroom lessons
in kindergarten and grade.3, where ytou can see these turn-taking
rules operating and see how the teachers and children work with
these rules. You'll have a chance to see some of the taped segments
more than once. The last segment has the voices deleted so you can
concentrate on the kinesicsthe body 'positions and- movements.
Please remember, it is harder to look at tapes of really occurring
activities than at tapes of actors presenting a performance. Remem-
ber, too, that the eye and ear of the video equipment emphasize

things that might not be noticed if you were present in the
classroom. Most important, remember these are only short
examples and it is not reasonable to make judgments about the, abili-
ties or personalities of the teachers or the students. The third grade

.0 children we are now %),,Ahing probably, took part in lessons in
kindergarten that were pretty much like this next segment.

Kindergarten: Whole Group. Herbs and Spices.
Teachei's Bicitation Student's ResponseTeacher s_Evaluation

T: . if you do, raise your hand. Remembei what I
bought, what kinds of herbs I bought at the greenhouse.
Meredith. Listen, eyeryone. The answers. for this are .,
going to be coming from you. Go.

Meredith: I only remember one. Parsley.

T: Parsley..Parsley starts with what, Robin?'

52

Pupil: P.---

Pupil: P.

Pupil; P.
, -

T: Beautiful. OK Christina.

Christina: Um, orange.

[T: Beautiful. Orange mint.
Orange

T: To make what, Christina?

Christina: Tea.

T: Gorgeous. OK, Caroline.

Caroline: Thyme.

Te. Beautiful. All the answers I want you're giving
me. Good. Sally?

Sally: I forget what I was going to<say.

OK, we bought parsley, we bought orange, we boughtT:
thyme. What else, Tiana?

Tiana: [unintelligible]

T: .

-Pupil:

Carter:

T:

Spaghetti!

Spearamint.

Spearmint. Thank you, Carter. OK, any thing else yOu
remember I bought?.
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Pupil: Spaghetii?

Pupil: Yeah, spaghetti.

T: tK. We boUghtlisten carefully so the next time I ask
you, you'll knowI bought thyme, I bought oregano
oregano is used to make spaghetti, JohnJohn, thisis
something 'I think you can handledon't interrupt us
anymore. Thank you', love. I afsoChipI also bought
parsley, thyme, rosemary, sage, urn ...

Pupil: Spearmint.

T- Spearmint.

Pupil: Parsley.

T: Parsley OK, I said that.

Third Grade: Whole Group. Rules for Plurals.
Teacher's ElicitationChild's ResponseTeacher's Evaluation

T: All right, can anybody think of any other words where
we add the 'les? Virginia.

Virginia: Foxes.

T: Do you agree?

Pupils: Yeah.

(General discussion, one child says oxen.)

T: That's funny, because most wordswhat's another word
that ends in ox that adds -es?

Pupils: Box.

(.

T: Box. Good

(General. discussion)

T: Huh?

Pupil: Addresses.

Pupil: Addreises.

T: Addresses. Good.

T: John?

John: Buses-. 4
T: Buses. /pause/ A'rightlthis 'can be spelled this way or

this way, remember?/

It's Your Turn

A

ler

John: Ul-i-huh.
0

T: OK. I'll leave it that way, a'right?

Pupil: Smooshes.

T: A'right, is there such a thing as a smoosh?

Pupil: Smushes.

T: Huh? Is therethose are what kinds of words?

.Pupil: M-aked-up.

T: Smush.

Pupil: Nouns.

Pupil: Kuh-uh!

r
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Pupil: Verbs. John: Blouses.

T: Verbs They add . . All right, another one. s T: Now this word is blouse, John.

Pupil: . . es, (plusses?) John: I know

T: eten you think of another word that adds -es? To wake a
pluralJennifer? T: What do 1 add to it to

Jennifer: Marshes. Pupils: -s

T: Huh?

Jennifer: Marshes.

Good.

Pupil: Oh . . uh.

T: Jenniferremembered one from [unintelligible) Jenny?
6

Jennifer: Messes.

T: Chris?

Chris: Bushes.

T: Bushes. Peter?

*Peter: Branches.

Pupil: Urntaxes.

T: Excuse me?

Pupil: Taxg.

T: Good.

T: A'right, that's a tricky otie, 'srl'tjt? It looks like it. That
was a good idea.

Pupil:. I have another to acid the -s

T: A'right, well, let's just think of -es right now. Greg?

Greg: Boxes.

f OK, looking at the list we have so far, can you think of a
rule or a pattern that you see coming out of what we
have here? The way that you make pluralswhen do
you add -es? What would you say? (pause) Wait a
minute [unintelligible). John?

John: When you have wordsno .

T: OK, think about what yod see her-edo you see any pat-
terns in here?

Pupils: [Yes. a
Yes.

Its
T: What patterns, John?

John: Umwhenever you don't have a vowel at the end of the
word you add -es.

a

5;
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T: With this vowel and you don'tis that a vowel? Pupil: Irregular

Johri. No.

T: Whar.did I add?
.

Pupil: Oh, I see, I see.

'T: Does your pattern work?

John: Uh hm.

T: Can you Idok again? Cecilia?

Cecilia: I've got two of 'em.

T: A'right.

Cecilia When it ends with x, you add -es; and .when it ends with

T: Do you think that works? When it ends with -s?

Cecilia: X.

.
T: Oh; x. Excuse me: D6es that work?

Pupil: [Yes!
Pupil: I was thinking.

T: Can anybody think of one that doesn't work when it ends
with x? There's only one that I know of. What? Ox. Does
it work for everything else?

Pupil: Yeah.

T: A'right, so that's one. Cecilia says if it ends with an x,
except for oxenand oxen we call what kind of plural?
That long word . . . '

It's YoUr Turn

T: Irregular, because it doesn't fit a pattern. A'right, can
anybody else see another pattern up here? Chris?

Third Grade: Small Grodp. Body Language.

Kinesics: Body Posture
Body Position
Body Movements

NOW IT'S YOUR TURN

TO TALK ABOUT TURNS

AND HOW THEY WORK

WHEN LEARNING IS GETTING DONE.

N-40-
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